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Suppose that 00 and 01 are convex, open subsets of RN. Denote their
convex combination by
0t=(1&t) 00+t01=[(1&t) x+ty : x # 00 and y # 01].
The BrunnMinkowski inequality says that
(vol 0t)1N(1&t) vol 01N0 +t vol 0
1N
1
for 0t1. Moreover, if there is equality for some t other than an
endpoint, then the domains 01 and 00 are translates and dilates of each
other.
Borell proved an analogue of the BrunnMinkowski inequality with
capacity (defined below) in place of volume. Borell's theorem [B] says
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Theorem A. Let 0t=t01+(1&t)00 be a convex combination of two
convex subsets of RN, N3. Then
(cap 0t)1(N&2)(1&t) cap 01(N&2)0 +t cap 0
1(N&2)
1
for 0t1.
The main purpose of this note is to prove.
Theorem B. There is equality in the inequality of Theorem A if and only
if 01 is a translate and dilate of 00 .
The case of equality in the classical BrunnMinkowski inequality can be
used to prove uniqueness in the Minkowski problem described below. In
particular, it implies that any two convex bodies with the same Gauss cur-
vature (as a function of the unit normal) are translates of each other.
Theorem B will be used to prove uniqueness for an analogous problem
associated to the first variation of capacity [J1, J2]. There is a similar
theory in the case N=2 in which the capacity is replaced by the transfinite
diameter (the exponential of the logarithmic capacity).
1. The Minkowski Problem and Its Variational Formulation
Let g denote the Gauss map, that is, the map from 0 to Sn, n=N&1,
that sends a point X to 0 to the outer unit normal to 0 at X. The map-
ping g is defined almost everywhere with respect to surface measure d_ on
0. We define a measure +0 on S n by d+0=g*(d_), i.e.,
+0(E)=_(g&1(E ))
for every Borel subset E of S n, is a measure on S n. The Minkowski
problem asks under what conditions on + one can find a convex, bounded
open set 0 such that +0=+. In the case of measures that consist of a finite
number of point masses, each mass corresponds to the area of a face of a
convex polyhedron and the location on Sn of the point mass is the unit
normal to the face. Thus the problem is to find a convex polyhedron given
the areas of its faces and the normals to the faces. In the case the measure
+ has a smooth positive density with respect to the uniform measure d! on
the sphere, d+=(1K) d!, the function K is the Gauss curvature of 0 and
the problem can be restated as the problem of finding a convex body given
its Gauss curvature as a function of the unit normal.
Here are the basic existence and uniqueness theorems:
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Theorem 1.1. Let + be a positive Borel measure on S n, n=N&1. There
exists a bounded, convex open set 0/RN such that +0=+ if and only if
(a) +([!: ! } e>0]>0 for every e # Sn and
(b) Sn e } ! d+(!)=0 for every e # Sn.
Theorem 1.2. +00=+01 if and only if 00 and 01 are translates of each
other.
The Minkowski problem can be solved variationally. Let 0 be a convex
domain. The support function +0 of 0 is the function defined for ! # S n by
u0(!)=sup[X } ! : X # 0].
The support function determines 0 because
0=[X # RN : X } !<u0(!) for all ! # Sn].
Consider the functional
*=inf {|S n u0 d+ : convex 0 such that vol 01= . (V)
Theorem 1.3. If + is a finite positive measure satisfying (a) and (b) of
Theorem 1.1, then *>0 and a minimizer 0 of (V) exists. Moreover, it is
unique up to translation, and it solves +0=N*&1d+. One then recovers the
solution of Theorem 1.1 by dilation.
The Lagrange multiplier factor N*&1 arises from the volume constraint
and the relation
vol 0=
1
N |Sn u0 d+0 . (1.4)
The proofs of Theorems 1.11.3 are contained in [BF, CY].
In parallel with the Minkowski problem there is a problem of prescribing
the first variation of capacity [J2]. To define capacity, let N3 and let 0
be a bounded, convex, open subset of RN. The equilibrium potential of 0
is the continuous function U defined in 0 $=RN"0 satisfying
2U=0 in 0$ and U=1 on 0$
and such that U tends to zero at infinity. The electrostatic capacity of 0 is
defined as the constant #=cap 0 such that
U(x)=#aN |x| 2&N+O( |x| 1&N ) as x  
195capacity
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where the dimensional constant aN is chosen according to the fundamental
solution of Laplace's equation
2(&aN |x| 2&N )=$0 .
By a theorem of Dahlberg, |{U| 2 is defined almost everywhere on 0 and
integrable with respect to surface measure. Define &0 by
d&0=g*( |{U |
2 d_).
The analogous problem is to find a convex domain 0 such that &0=&. The
associated functional is
m=inf {|S n u0 d& : convex 0 such that cap 01= . (-)
The results analogous to Theorems 1.1 through 1.3 are
Theorem 1.5. Let N4, n=N&1. Suppose that & is a positive measure
on S n. There exists a bounded, convex, open set 0/RN such that &0=& if
and only if
(a) &([!: ! } e>0])>0 for every e # Sn and
(b) Sn e } ! d&(!)=0 for every e # Sn.
When N=3, conditions (a) and (b) hold if and only if there exists a num-
ber c>0 and a bounded, convex, open set 0 that &0=c&.
Theorem 1.6. Let N4. Then &00=&01 if and only if 00 and 01 are
translates of each other. When N=3, &00=&01 if and only if 00 and 01 are
translates and dilates of each other.
Theorem 1.7. If N4, and & is a finite, positive measure satisfying (a)
and (b) of Theorem 1.5, then m>0 and a minimizer 0 of (-) exists.
Moreover, it is unique up to translation, and it solves g
*
( |{U| 2 d_)=
(N&2) m&1 d&. When N=3, the result is the same except that 0 is unique
up to translation and dilation.
When N4, a dilation of the minimizer given in Theorem 1.7 solves the
equation in Theorem 1.5. But when N=3, &0 is dilation invariant. There-
fore the statements of the theorems must be modified theorems must be
modified as indicated. When N=3, there is exactly one constant
c, c=m&1, for which the equation &0=c& has a solution.
The uniqueness statements in Theorems 1.2 and 1.3 are not logically
equivalent, although this is a problematic distinction to make between two
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true statements. The distinction is that the uniqueness in Theorem 1.2
applies to any stationary point of the functional, whereas the one in
Theorem 1.3 refers only to minimizers. (This distinction is a trivial one
because it follows from convexity of the functional that all stationary
points are minimizers; see Proposition 5.2.) More important to the present
article, the fact that the minimizer of (V) is unique up to translation follows
from Theorem 1.2 only after one proves the variational equation
+0=N*&1+ for the minimizing body 0. The situation in the case of the
capacity theorems is less complete than it appears. Although it is not hard
to show directly that the minimizer of (-) exists, we cannot confirm directly
that it satisfies the equation &0=(N&2) m&1&. Instead, we will prove
Theorem 1.7 using Theorem B and Theorem 1.5. Theorem 1.5 is proved in
[J], using a mixture of variational and limiting techniques. It would be
nice to have a direct proof of Theorem 1.7. This problem will be discussed
again at the end of the paper.
We will frequently identify the boundary of 0 with the unit sphere by the
Gauss map. In particular, we will abuse notation by considering the sup-
port function as a function on 0: u(x)=u(g(x)) is defined almost
everywhere on 0.
2. First and Second Variations of Capacity
The analogue of formula 1.4 for capacity is [J2]
cap 0=
1
N&2 |Sn u0 d&0 . (2.1)
The following first variation formula, proved by Poincare in the smooth
case, says that |{U| 2d_ is the first variation of capacity in the same sense
in which d_ is the first variation of volume.
Proposition 2.2 [J]. Let u0 and u1 be support functions for convex
domains 00 and 01 respectively. Let &0=&00 , then
(a)
d
dt
cap(00+t01)| t=0+=|
S n
u1 d&0
and
(b)
d
dt
cap((1&t) 00+t01)| t=0+=|
Sn
(u1&u0) d&0 .
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Next, we describe the second variation, that is the Fre chet derivative of
the mapping 0  &0 . Following [J2, J1, CY], we write this only in the
smooth strictly convex case and express it in terms of the variation of the
support function u0 . Let e1 , ..., en be an orthonormal frame for S n, and let
covariant derivatives with respect to this frame be denoted {i and {ij .
Denote U=[u # C(Sn): {iju+u$ij r0]. It can be shown that the corre-
spondence 0  u0 is a one-to-one correspondence between C convex
domains with strictly positive Gauss curvature and functions of U. Let
b # RN. Translation of the domain 0 to 0+b corresponds to the change in
u to u+b } !. Denote the N-dimensional space P1=span[!1 , ..., !N]. The
Gauss mapping g is a diffeomorphism and we denote the inverse mapping
by F: Sn  0. It is given by the formula F={u , where u is the extension
of u from Sn to RN as homogeneous function of degree 1: u (r!)=ru(!) for
all ! # Sn. The Gauss curvature K can be defined as a function of the
unit normal by g
*
(d_)=(1K(!)) d!, where d! is the uniform measure on
the Gauss sphere. The density 1K can be computed in terms of u and
written
1K(!)=det({ij u(!)+u(!) $ij) (2.3)
K is unchanged by translation of 0. In fact, each individual entry of the
matrix whose determinant is 1K is unchanged by translation: if v # P1 ,
then
({ij v(!)+v(!) $ij)=0 for all i, j. (2.4)
Define the coefficients cij of the cofactor matrix of {iju+u$ij by
cij ({jlu+u $jl)=$il det({pqu+u $pq)=$il K. (2.5)
Here and in subsequent formulas we follow the convention that repeated
indices are summed. Define the density S # C(S n) by g
*
( |{U| 2 d_)=S d!,
define the mapping F: U  C(Sn) by F (u)=S. We have the formula
S(!)=h(F(!))2K(!), (2.6)
where h(x)=|{U(x)| for x # 0.
Let f # C (Sn) and let w be the harmonic function in 0$ that vanishes
at infinity and has boundary values f (!) at x=F(!) on 0$. Define the
operator 4 acting on C(S n) by 4( f )=! } {w(F(!)), the normal derivative
of the harmonic extension. Let v # C(Sn). For t sufficiently small,
u+tv # U. Furthermore, if v is the support function of a domain 01 , then
u+tv is the support function of 0+t01 .
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Proposition 2.7 [J]. The directional derivative of F is given by
d
dt
F (u+tv)| t=0=Lv,
where L=Lu is defined as
Lv={i (h2cij {jv)&(2K ) h4(hv)&h2 Tr(cij) v.
Green's formula implies that 4 is selfadjoint on L2(0, d_). It follows
that
Remark 2.8. L is selfadjoint on L2(Sn, d!).
3. Uniqueness for Small Perturbations of the Sphere
We analyze the second variation L to deduce uniqueness for small per-
turbations of the sphere.
Lemma 3.1. Let 00 be the domain with support function u. If u&1 has
sufficiently small C2N(Sn) norm, and N4, then the null space of L is P1 ,
and there is an orthonormal basis for the orthogonal complement of the null
space of the form [,k], k=0, 1, . . . with
L,0=:0 ,0 and L,k=&:k,k , k=1, 2, ...
and :k1 for all k=0, 1, . . . and :k=O(k2n). In the case N=3, the null
space is the span of P1 and the additional vector u. Furthermore, the comple-
ment of the null space has a basis [,k], with k=1, 2, ..., that is, all the rest
of the eigenvalues are strictly negative.
Proof. Denote F (u)=S. Dilation gives F ((1+t)u)=(1+t)N&3S, so
that
Lu=(N&3) S. (3.2)
Translation gives F (u+v)=S for all v # P1 , so that
Lv=0 for all v # P1 . (3.3)
Thus the null space contains P1 (and u in the case N=3). The asymptotic
size of the eigenvalues follows from standard elliptic estimates. The fact
that there are no other zero eigenvalues and the uniform lower bound on
the eigenvalues follows from perturbation and the explicit calculation of the
case of the unit sphere that follows.
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In the case of the sphere, u#1, U(x)=|x| 2&N, h=N&2, K=1, and
cij=$ij . The operator 4 can be computed from the observation that if
Pk(x) is homogeneous harmonic polynomial of degree k, then its extension
to the exterior of the ball is given by w(x)=|x| 2&NPk(x|x| 2) which is
homogeneous of degree 2&N&k. Thus,
4(Pk)=(2&N&k) Pk .
The LaplaceBeltrami operator on the sphere satisfies
cij {ijPk=&k(k+N&2) Pk .
Therefore, if L1 denotes the operator for u#1,
L1Pk=&(N&2)2 (k(k+n&2)&2(N+k&2)+(N&1)) Pk .
In particular,
L1P0=(N&2)2 (N&3) P0 and L1P1=0,
and the remaining eigenvalues are negative integers strictly less than &1.
Let L=Lu . Standard perturbation theory implies that for u sufficiently
close to 1, all the small eigenvalues of L are within, say, unit distance of
corresponding eigenvalues of L1 . The asymptotic estimate from above and
below :k=O(k2n) follows from standard theory of elliptic theory. This
proves all the assertions of Lemma 3.1 provided we can show that the null
space of L is the space V defined by V=P1 if N4 and V=
span[!1 , !2 , !3 , u] when N=3. The null space of L1 is P1 when N4 and
span[!1 , !2 , !3 , 1] when N=3. Let T1 denote the projection onto the null
space of L1 . Let A be the partial inverse of L1 with the same null space as
L1 and satisfying AL1=1&T1 . Let & } & denote the norm of L2(Sn, d!). For
u sufficiently close to 1,
&A(L&L1) w&<&w&4.
If w is orthogonal to V, then for u sufficiently close to 1,
&T1w&<&w&4
(3.2) and (3.3) imply that V is contained in the null space of L. In order
to show that V is the null space of L, consider a function w that is
orthogonal to V and satisfies Lw=0. Then
0=ALw=A(L&L1) w+AL1 w=A(L&L1) w+w&T1w.
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Therefore,
&w&&A(L&L1) w&+&T1 w&<&w&2
and we conclude that w=0. This proves Lemma 3.1.
Proposition 3.4. Let 00 be the domain with support function u and let
01 be the domain with support function v. If u&1 and v&1 have small
C2N(Sn) norm, and
cap((1&t) 00+t01)1(N&2)=(1&t) cap(00)1N&2+t cap(01)1(N&2)
for some t # (0, 1), then v is a linear combination of u and a first-order spheri-
cal harmonic: v(!)=au(!)+b } ! for some a>0 and some b # RN. In other
words, 01 is a translate and dilate of 00 .
Proof. Let
f (t)=cap(00+t01),
m(t)=cap((1&t) 00+t01)1(N&2)=(1&t) f (t(1&t))1(N&2).
Formula 2.1 implies
f (t)=
1
N&2 |Sn (u+tv) F(u+tv) d!.
Proposition 2.2 implies
f $(t)=|
Sn
vF (u+tv) d!.
Consequently, Proposition 2.7 implies
f "(0)=|
Sn
vLv d!.
Since m is concave and agrees with a linear function at 0, t and 1, it must
be linear. Thus m"=0. We can calculate
m"(0)=(N&2)&2 f (0)&2+1(N&2) [(N&2) f (0) f "(0)&(N&3) f $(0)2].
Thus m"(0)=0 implies
(N&2) f (0) f "(0)=(N&3) f $(0)2. (3.5)
Denote by ( , ) the inner product on L2(S n, d!), then
f (0)=(u, S )(N&2), f $(0)=(v, S), f "(0)=(v, Lv).
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When N=3, (3.5) implies (v, Lv)=f "(0)=0. By Lemma 3.1, this implies
Lv=0 and v belongs to the span of u and !1 , !2 , and !3 . The case N4
is more complicated because L has a positive eigenvalue :0 . Rewrite equa-
tion (3.5) as
(u, Lu)(v, Lv)=(v, Lu)2. (3.6)
If we let ak=(u, ,k) and bk=(v, ,k), then u& ak ,k # P1 and v&
 bk ,k # P1 and (3.6) can be restated as
\&:0a20+ :

k=1
:ka2k+\&:0b20+ :

k=1
:kb2k+=\&:0a0 b0+ :

k=1
:k ak bk+
2
.
(3.7)
Given =>0, we can choose u and v sufficiently close to 1, that |a0&1|<=
and |b0&1|<= and
:

k=1
k2( |ak | 2+|bk | 2)<=.
If we recall that :01 and ;01, then, in particular we can choose = small
enough that
:

k=1
:k a2k<:0a
2
0 and :

k=1
:kb2k<:0 b
2
0 . (3.8)
Our goal is to deduce from (3.7) and (3.8) that aka0=bkb0 for all
k=1, 2, . . . . It then follows that vb0&ua0 # P1 , which is what we want to
prove. Let
xk=ak - :k a0 - :0 , yk=bk - :k b0 - :0 .
Then (3.7) and (3.8) are rephrased as
(&1+|x| 2)(&1+| y| 2)=(&1+(x, y))2 (3.7$)
|x|<1 and | y|<1 (3.8$)
where | } | denotes the norm on l2. The conclusion that we wish to draw is
that x=y.
To prove this, let A=|x| and B=| y|. Then xAB and yAB have length
greater than 1. If x{y, then
|xA&yB| 2<|xAB&yAB| 2=|x&y| 2A2B2.
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Furthermore,
AB&(x, y)=
AB
2
|xA&xB| 2.
Therefore,
A2B2&(x, y)2=(AB+(x, y))(AB&(x, y))
=(AB+(x, y))
AB
2
|xA&yB| 2
A2B2 |xA&yB| 2<|x&y| 2.
The equation in the hypothesis can be written as
|x| 2+| y| 2&2(x, y)=|x| 2 | y| 2&(x, y)2.
Thus,
|x&y| 2=A2B2&(x, y)2<|x&y| 2.
This is a contradiction, so it must be that x=y.
4. Analytic Continuation
We can now prove the main result, Theorem B. Note that
cap(s0)=sN&2 cap 0.
Consider the regions 00 and 01 of Theorem B. After dilation, one can
assume without loss of generality that cap 00=cap 01 . Furthermore, if
equality holds for one value of t, then it holds for all values because a con-
cave function that agrees with a linear function at three points is linear.
Let Ut be the equilibrium potential of 0t , 0t1. Let 0t(*)=
[x # 0$: Ut(x)>*] _ 0 . The equilibrium potential of 0t(*) is Ut*, so that
cap 0t(*)=* cap 0t . (4.1)
Therefore, the hypothesis of Theorem B implies
(cap 0t(*))1(N&2)=(1&t) cap 00(*)1(N&2)+t cap 01(*)1(N&2). (4.2)
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Borell's inequality and 4.2 imply
(cap(1&t) 00(*)+t01(*))1(N&2)
(1&t) cap 00(*)1(N&2)+t cap 0(*)1(N&2)
=(cap 0t(*))1(N&2).
Borell [B], in the process of proving Theorem A, shows that if 0t1
and xt=(1&t) x0+tx1 , then
Ut(xt)min(U0(x0), U1(x1)) for all x0 # 00 , x1 # 01 .
This can be rephrased as
0t(*)#(1&t) 00(*)+t01(*).
On the other hand, the capacity of the smaller set is at least as large as the
larger, so
0t(*)=(1&t) 00(*)+t01(*)
holds for all *<1 and all t, 0t1. Furthermore,
cap((1&t) 00(*)+t01(*))1(N&2)
=(1&t) cap 00(*)1(N&2)+t cap 01(*)1(N&2). (4.3)
We will show that as * tends to 0, the domains 00(*) and 01(*)
approach spheres. We will then be able to apply Proposition 3.4. Let
*=csN&2, where c=aN cap 00=aN cap 01 . For z a unit vector in RN,
define \(z, s) implicitly by
U0(s&1\(z, s) z)=csN&2.
(There is a unique value of \ because the radial derivative of U0 is
negative.) There is a harmonic function , defined in the image of 0$ by the
mapping x  x|x| 2 satisfying ,(0)=c and
U0(x)=|x| 2&N ,(x|x| 2).
The equation for \ can be written
\2&N,(s\&1z)=c.
The implicit function theorem shows that \ is a real analytic function of
(z, s) near s=0 and that \(z, 0)=1 for all z and \(z, s) tends to the
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function 1 on S n in the C topology as s tends to 0. Thus a suitable dilate
of 00(*) is very close to the unit ball:
s00(*)=[rz : z # RN, |z|=1, 0<r<\(z, s)].
Similarly, s01(*) tends to the unit ball as s and * tend to 0. Finally (4.3)
implies,
cap((1&t) s00(*)+ts01(*))1(N&2)
=(1&t) cap s00(*)1(N&2)+t cap s01(*)1(N&2). (4.4)
Fix s and * sufficiently small that both s00(*) and s01(*) are close to the
unit ball. Then Proposition 3.4 says that they are translates and dilates of
each other. In fact, since we have normalized the capacities to be equal,
they are translates of each other. Therefore, the same is true of 00(*) and
01(*). It follows that there is a vector b # RN such that
U1(x&b)=U0(x)
provided U0(x)*. By analytic continuation, this equality holds for all x
and we are done.
5. Applications to Existence and Uniqueness
in the Variational Problem
We can now deduce Theorem 1.6. Consider first the case N4. Suppose
that 00 and 01 are two domains satisfying &=&00=&01 . Let u0 and u1
denote the support functions of 00 and 01 , and denote 0t=
(1&t) 00+t01 . Then Proposition 2.2 and formula 2.1 imply
d
dt
cap 0t | t=0+=|
Sn
(u1&u0) d&=(N&2)(cap 01&cap 00). (5.1)
Denote m(t)=cap 01(N&2)t . Then
m$(0+)=cap 0&1+1(N&2)0 (cap 01&cap 00)
=m(0)3&N (m(1)N&2&m(0)N&2).
Because m is concave, m$(0+)m(1)&m(0). This can be rewritten as
m(1)N&3m(0)N&3.
By symmetry we have the opposite inequality. Therefore m(0)=m(1) and
cap 01=cap 00 . Consequently, m$(0+)=0; and since m is concave, it
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must be constant. Therefore, by Theorem B, 01 is a translate and dilate of
00 . Since the capacities are the same, 01 must be a translate of 00 .
Next, suppose that N=3, and suppose that 00 and 01 are two domains
with corresponding measures c0& and c1&. Formula 5.1 yields
m$(0+)=|
S 2
(u1&u0) c0 d&=(c0 c1) cap 01&cap 00 .
Because m(t) is concave,
(c0 c1) cap 01&cap 00=m$(0+)m(1)&m(0)=cap 01&cap 00
so that c0c1 . By symmetry, c0=c1 . It follows that m$(0+)=m(1)&m(0),
and since m is concave, it must be linear. Finally, Theorem B implies that
01 is a translate and dilate of 00 .
Next let us deduce Theorem 1.7 from Theorem 1.5 and Theorem B. Fix
a positive measure & on Sn satisfying the two necessary conditions (a) and
(b). Theorem 1.5 implies that there is a bounded, convex open set 00 and
a positive number c such that 00 has capacity 1 and induced measure
d&00=c d&. Formula 2.1 implies
1=cap 00=
1
N&2 |S n u0c d&
where u0 is the support function of 00 . Let
C=[0 : 0 is convex and open, cap 01].
Denote
F(0)=|
S n
u0 d&.
Proposition 5.1. 00 is the unique minimizer of F in the class C, up to
translation.
Proof. Let 01 # C, and let u1 be the support function of 01 . Suppose
that
F(01)F(00).
From Proposition 2.2 we obtain
d
dt
cap 0t | t=0+=|
S n
(u1&u0) c d&=c(F(01)&F(00))0.
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Since (cap 0t)1(N&2) is concave and equals 1 at t=0 and t=1, it must be
constant. Therefore by Theorem B, 01 is a translate and dilate of 00 . (No
dilation is needed because the two convex bodies have the same capacity.)
It is probably possible to carry out a direct variational proof of Theorem
1.5, but we did not do so because we have not proved that minimizers
satisfy the natural EulerLagrange equation. To make this remark more
precise, consider an arbitrary positive, continuous function u on S n, which
need not be the support function of a convex domain. Denote
0[u]=[X : X } !<u(!) for all ! # Sn].
If u* is the support function of 0[u], then 0<u*u, but there may not
be equality. It would be possible to make a direct argument for existence
if the variational formula
d
dt
cap 0[u+tv]| t=0=|
S n
v d&0[u] (5.3)
were proved for all v # C(Sn) and all support functions u. In (5.1), this is
proved for t=0+ provided the function v is also a support function of a
convex domain. The corresponding identity for volume is true for all con-
tinuous v. The proof is not immediate, but follows from the fact that the
Gauss mapping g is continuous almost everywhere with respect to d_.
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